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Classic magic... 
legendary magicians... 
and they're now all in one place 
for the very first time! 

L&L Publishing proudly presents: 

The Complette Ganson Magic Teach-In Series 

Beginning in the late 1970s, Lewis Ganson, one of magic's most respected
writers, produced a series of booklets that featured comprehensive, photo-
illustrated instruction in many classic, time-honored effects. Ganson's Magic
Teach-In Series booklets became instant classics, providing both beginning and
experienced magicians with step-by-step instruction that featured Ganson's clear
prose along with scores of clear and concise photographs. 

Now, for the first time, L&L Publishing has collected all 17 of these remarkable
booklets into an amazing new volume-The Complete Ganson Magic Teach-In
Series. You'll find clear instruction in card and coin magic, stage and
manipulative effects and much, much more. Plus, in many cases, the original
photography was rescreened, making this collection the best these booklets have
ever looked. And, even if you could find them all, you would spend much more
than the price of this book, particularly at collector's prices. (Even at their original
cover price, this new volume represents a savings of almost 70%!) 

The Complete Ganson Magic Teach-In Series gathers together the following
titles: 

Matching the Cards • Rovi Reveals • The Three Card Monte as Entertainment
Bernard's Lesson On Coin Magic • A New Look At the Okito Box Colombini's
Cups and Balls • Two in the Hand and One In The Pocket Bernard's Lesson On
Dice Stacking • The Hindu Thread Trick A New Look at Card Fans • A Fantasy
In Thimbles • Three Chinese Rings Weston's Continuous Cigarette Production •
The Floating and Dancing Cane The Sympathetic Silks • Zombie: The Floating
Ball • Colombini's Rings Supreme 
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You'll find magic from such luminaries as: 

Lewis Ganson • Dai Vernon • Faucett Ross • Fred Lowe • Rovi • Ian Adair 
Alex Elmsley • Aldo Colombini • Bobby Bernard • Eddie Joseph • Gerald Kosky 
Ken de Courcy • Ali Bongo • Will Ayling • R. C. Buff • Werry 
...and many more! 

Whether you're a close-up magic enthusiast or a stage performer, you'll find an
almost unbelievable wealth of ideas, routines, presentations and sleights in The
Complete Ganson Magic Teach-In Series to spark your imagination for many
years to come. 

Hardcover, 570 pages, cloth binding with gold-foil stamping, matching end sheets
and full-color dust jacket.
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